6     THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN INDIA
to remember here is that while familiarity, with colloquial
English supplies all, or nearly all, the vocabulary needed
for continuous speaking before an audience, the converse
—ability to make a speech of oratorical or literary
flavour before an audience—is quite compatible with
slowness and inaccuracy in conversation. Conversa-
tional skill we must certainly secure, even if we leave
the pupil deficient in the power of continuous speaking.
Here, however, there is no need for despair, if only we
observe one simple condition. This is a careful selection
and restriction of the pupil's working vocabulary, to those
commonest colloquial words and word-combinations,
which, once he has mastered themy he will find serve
him equally well whether in ordinary talk or in continuous
speech. In other words, he must practise continuous
speech with the same—or nearly the same—vocabulary
as he is using for his ordinary conversation. Or, to put
the same thing negatively, the teacher should make no
special effort to teach a special vocabulary for speech
making, but should rather encourage the pupil to use the
words that come to him out of his daily talk. To sum up,
the standard to bear in -mind as regards speaki?ig is ability
t& converse in colloquial English, and to use the same*
simple English in continuous speeches.
Understanding Spoken English
Secondly, as regards understanding spoken English.
At first sight it might appear that there is no need to
distinguish this as a separate aim at all, since ability to
speak English, or at any rate to converse in it, must
carry with it ability to understand what others say ; so
that it is already covered in the first aim just discussed-
To some extent this supposition is true—ncPone can utter
words in ^a language aright without at the same time
hearing himself utter them and understanding the words-
he utters. Still less, of course, can he converse with
another intelligently without understanding what his-
companion is saying. The fact, however, remains that
power to speak oneself and the power to grasp what a7iother
is saying do not necessarily develop equally-— some people
are better at speaking a language, some at understanding
it when spoken. Of two individuals one may speak it

